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IF Prime Ministers, Foreign Ministers and all who proclaim Australia`s place in Asia wished to see this 
commitment in action, then they should have been in Brisbane to witness cultural ties strengthened at 
the performance by the Malaysian Philharmonic Youth Orchestra in a concert hosted by Queensland 
Youth Orchestras at the Old Museum Concert Hall. 

If ever there was an occasion when the meaning behind an event was as significant as the outcome of 
the event itself, then this concert was it. Daniel Barenboim did it with his West-Eastern Divan Orchestra 
uniting musicians from Israel and Arab countries. Now in a program that balanced two major works 
from the Western classical canon with two pieces highlighting Asian forms, these young Malaysian 
musicians showed how music can be a powerful and vital link across cultural and racial boundaries. 

If only the pollies shared the awe-inspiring moment, truly an example of how people in this wild world 
of ours have so much in common. If only we opened our eyes and ears to the little miracles happening in 
organisations such as our own Queensland Youth Symphony that performed with the orchestra during 
its international tour in mid-2012, and hosted this MPYO concert with support from companies from 
both countries. 

As 16-year-old pianist Kenric Taylor gave Grieg`s Piano Concerto in A Minor a great kick start with 
confident, powerful finger work, the orchestra was taking tentative steps and a little time to settle the 
music on a smooth trajectory.  It stepped forward boldly, but then let the momentum slack, until 
conductor Kevin Field smoothed the textures and pulled it together. 

With the budding virtuosic spark of Taylor`s strong delivery, and clear, confident solo playing among 
orchestral sections, Field sharpened the essence of Grieg`s compelling music to take it to a striking 
close to earn an enthusiastic audience response that seemed to fire up the young players for the 
remaining items. 

Bertabuh Kala Senja`s composition, Drumming at Dusk, set a different pace. Against a background of 
beating drums and gongs, it wove contrapuntal layers and cluster harmonies into flickering, rhythmic 
patterns. For the composer, the music was assimilating Eastern and Western musical idioms as 
representations of time passing from night to day, of life unfolding in gentle ripples. The MPYO players 
relished the opportunity to exhibit sounds and idioms from their own cultural medium. 

Adeline Wong used bolder strokes for her composition Ria! It is strong stuff, a potent blend of east and 
west, and like Drumming at Dusk, it takes in piano tones as it surges forward. The word `ria` means 
`happy`, and while the celebratory colours  were obvious in her vigorous music, the `boiling timpani 
and explosive drums` gave the exuberance a hint of menace underlying the jovial intention, informing 
the configurations of sharp percussion, sustained strings, flutes, muted trumpets. 



Shostakovich`s  Symphony No 5 in D Minor Opus 47 did not daunt these young players. The symphony 
had restored the composer to Soviet approval after several rejections of his work. The miracle of 
Shostakovich was that he could bounce back after the political disgrace that befell him when he upset 
his Soviet masters, forcing him to conform to official edicts or suffer the consequences, not the most 
favourable conditions in which a creative soul can thrive. But he did.  

That was all a long time ago. Another time.  Another place. Far removed from the environment that 
nurtured this Malaysian band. And yet, so well did conductor Field direct and form this music that the 
players seemed to grasp its spirit as their own. They opened the symphony right on the edge of its 
drama, with conviction and confidence. Beautiful solo flute playing. The fairground music swaggered 
with all the impulse of Shostakovich in full satirical flight. A grand display from the tiny timpanist 
resounded ahead of the shimmering restraint of the largo. 

Field excelled in creating the hushed mood of this evocative slow movement, an intense unity of vibrant 
string sound, expressive oboe solo, exquisite pianissimo work , taut and unified before the final allegro 
movement exploded into a burnished sheen of sound, building up and up, intense and rhythmical. Then 
back to a hush (they do hush very well). It was the quiet before the throbbing march to compelling close 
of a symphony that offers much opportunity for nuance and subtlety, for light and shade. The MPYO 
(with a sprinkling of QYS augmenting players) grasped every one of them to give a performance 
bristling with life. 
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